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Shroomeats: Taking Meat Alternatives from Boring to Scoring 
 
Los Angeles, California – July 21st, 2019 – With the launch of Shroomeats Meatballs and Burger 
Patties a new red meat alternative comes to plates across Los Angeles, but Shroomeats 
provides something different. According to co-founder Dissaya, the goal of Shroomeats is to 
provide people with healthy and hearty, sustainable meat alternatives that are “quick and easy 
to use in all dishes or by itself.” Shroomeats accomplishes these goals by being rich in vitamins 
and nutrients due to its primary Shiitake mushroom ingredient and by having only 6 
ingredients. 

Shroomeats is gluten free, non-GMO, all natural, 
and vegan. By using the Shiitake mushroom, the 
second most popular culinary mushroom used 
worldwide, the end result is a hearty meat 
alternative. Not only is Shroomeats rich in 
vitamins and nutrients, but it is versatile in the 
kitchen and very flavorful. Regardless of your 
dietary roots, Shroomeats allows you to make 
your family’s favorite recipes or unique fusion 
dishes. 
 
You can find Shroomeats in select retailers such 
as Bob’s Market, Pizza Studio, Simply Thai, the 
Tavern on Brand, and Twist Grill. Also, look for 
Shroomeats in various lunch takeovers around 

the greater-Los Angeles area. With more and more people being conscious of their diets and 
wary of what they consume, Shroomeats arrives in order to provide a delicious sustainable 
solution that isn’t lab-grown.  
 
About Shroomeats: The brand was born 
in 2018 and has been introducing Los 
Angeles to their taste through 
demonstrations of culinary creativity. 
Shiitake mushroom growth and 
cultivation is sustainable and, while not a 
cure for tumors, the Shiitake mushroom is 
also a carrier of antitumor properties 
through Lentinan, which gives many eco 
and health conscious foodies even more 
to look forward to.  
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